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THE ROLE OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES IN ENHANCING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH

By

George D. Demos
Dean of Students

California State College at Long Beacb

Recently Vice-President Humphrey threw down the gauntlet regarding the col-

lege and university role in influencing their respective communities. As a

former college professor, he realized from first-hand experience, the necessity

of utilizing all of the sources that may be helpful to the society generally.

We do need to maximize our impact on the community and becope more effective in

influencing the larger society.

The community,and the college are becoming more and more interdependent

rather than independent. We need each other, and we must increasingly work to-

;ether to continue the dialogue among the mental health profesgionals of the

college and the mental health workers in various segments within the community.

Mental healtb.prefessionals can be found in a variety of settings within the

college or university, not only in the traditional mental health field of psy-

chology, but also in the counseling center, departments of sociology, social

welfare, educational psychology, health and hygiene, nursing, anthropology, re- .

creation.and'the entire student personnel_services complex.

Ye are able to listen, and listening may be our stock and trade. It may

'very weilbe our most effective modality in communicating with the community.

The art of listening Is quickly becoming a lost art. There are very few places

I

in which we Can go wherean understanding
person will actually provide time to

listeh ton our ideas, our complaints, our arguments, etc. Mental health profes-

sionals should continue to utilize the listening tool in communicating wig the

community.

'sr

I}
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In reducing the plethora of,human anxieties that are prevalent in our com-

plex technological society, it is exceedingly important that we utilize all of

the professionals at our disposal. Both the,college and,community at large are

in need of innovations to ameliorate the considerable stress and anxiety that

seems to be on the rise. _Obviously,iat the rate we are training professionals,

we will not be able to cope with the burgeoning population and their attendant

problems. For example, at the present time there are only 16,000 psychiatrists

and 25,000 psychologists in the United States. Obviously, they 'can handle but

a small percentage of the human personal problems faced by our populous,

particularly in view of the fact that mane' psychiatrist4 are psychoanalytically

oriented whichcalls for lengthy and continued individual therapy. Thus, not

only should we utilize our existing professionals, but we need to train additional

therapists, as well. It may also be necessary to develop a cadre of subpro-

fessionals (lay workers, mental health aids, etc.) who are able to provide an

empathetic and understanding environment in which troubled individuals may air

their problems (Ala Margaret Rioch, 1961).

It is imperative that we do more work with our college student population,

and involve them to at,greater degree. in community projects. The phenominal suc-

cess of Project Tutor, Operation Headstajt, Operation Right Foot, etc. is a

testimony to the success and interest in continuing such programs. These pro-

grams are beneticial to the recipients, i.e., the youngsters involved, as well

as to the stu nt instructots, Project Weekend is another excellent example of

qf,,
. .

this kind ofItooperation between agencies within the community and the college
i 1 ''

students. I as proved 'on ,the whole to be enormously successful' for all in-

'volved.

What b rYAer way is there to enliven a curriculum than to participate in the

tJ
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natural laboratories of the community; It is difficult to imagine teaching

course in child psychology without visiting cooperative nursery schools or

working with deprived youngsters within the community. It is difficult to .

understand how a course could be taught regarding gifted and exceptional chil-

AP
dren without actually working with gifted children or mentally retarded-

youngsters. How much more vivid and alive these classroom experiencqs become

when supplemented by such community projects. How much more meaningful, courses

in sociology would become if the students were to spend a goodly portion of

a.

their time in the ghetto in Watts, as well as in higher socio-economic areas.

It has been said by more than one student, dLcribing a stultifying classroom

VA'
experience, that the instructor is merely a "textbook wired for sound." It

is not only beneficial for students to participate in community projects, but

it provides considerable benefits to virtually all of the young people in-

volved. One encouraging sign was the recent hiring of a full-time social worker

by Chancellor Hyens at the University of California, Berkeley, to coordinate off

and on campus activities of this nature. One study in a large western univer-

sity indicated that only 10% of the students had any meaningful individual con-.

tact with a faculty member. Thus, faculties have not lived up to their possi-

bilities. One faculty member inquired "What do you say to a'student when in a

room alone with him?"

The timetime has come for colleges and universities to start a program of self-
:,

evaluation. One aspect of this 'evaluation lies in the area of curriculum. Are

.

we considering the issues in the classroom that are really the importapt issues

of life? Are not the problems posed by race problems, Watts and the "ottl4r

America" some of the most critical issues facing our society today? Are/ye com-

,

ing to grips frith the crucial issues involving world peace and international re-
. /

lations? Do we not have the knowledge to predict or at least generalli,anticipate

t)



the explOsions that accompany a minority group struggle for equality?

We also have the ability to predict the many problems accompanying automations

the culturally disadvantaj,ed, mass' migration, the fleeing of middle class to

suburbia, and many other problems.

The colleges_ and universftips0, in other words, can serve'as a valuable

warning system to,society. They'can help those involved "tool up" for problems

before they actually occur. In order to provide the dialogue that is essential

for this warning system or preventive action to take place it is necessary for

the college and the community to be open for communicat. n. It is essential

then that mental health professionals in the college ommunity avail themselves

of as many contexts as possible within the larger ommunity and conversely to

bring in mental health leaders from the.communi into the college. It is.

imperative that we develop a breed of mentak ealth professionals wild are cdp-

able.61 deep analysis 1pd evaluation Qp..f ou. society. We need specialists who

will be much more aware of the mental health needs of our people than special-

ists have been in the past. We live
/

a dynamic age - -a time where there iS no

room for the "old maids of either sex."

/
,Psychologists have pVIted out again and again that there are satisfactions

in acting out - participating actively and fi' ting for one's rights'. It is

tstiAlating for youn; people to engage in cont versips. They are quick to note

. .

the disparities that exist between the -way society should be.and the way it is..

ks a result, many of our more intelligent, creative and well-adjusted young

adults need outlets, sublimations for their resentments and hostilities over.the

inequities that are so apparent within our society. We, in student personnel,
0

are committed to helping them find ways of expressing themselves. in constructive,

sublimative,,socially acceptable ways that drain off excess energy. Many of the

athletic, recreational, ann intramural eontests are utilized for this purpose.
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Fortunately, students of today are committed to changing the status quo and

fitting for improvements in socially reconstructive ways. For many of these

bright young p.-.z1.1e the fraternity bash, the big game rally, ar the beer bust

leave them increasingly cold. The existential identity crisis and search for

meaning is occurring much earlier and at a much deeper level than ever before.

We must provide avenues for socially approved means for tension reduction.

The times have certainly changed since our college days. It has been said

that "colle;e students arq now chasing college administrators rather than college

gir16-1" which is somewhat indicative of the way in which the, values of college

students have recently changed. As little as five years aio many college admin-
.,

istrators and professors were alarmed by the fact that so few students partici-
*

'pated in anything "meaningful." . Apathy was prevalent on the campus, and one

-frequently heard,statements like: "When are students going to get involved ?"

"They Seem to lack interest in world affairs, and how we run the university."

"They're not participating in college government."- What a striking difference

exists onmost.campuses today, and how fortunate.we are that so many students

are so committed and dedicated to working toward a better community and society.

Thlere will be excesses, but it is our task to be understanding of them. An

example of the beneficial effects of student participation was reported recently

in,a study by Beck and others (1963) in Which they arranged for Harvard under-

graduate students to spend approximately one hour per week with chronic psychotic

patients at a state hospital.

hospital discharge of chronic

patients who interacted with

ing.the period of the study.

They report'that prior to this experience state

patients was 3%. However, 31% of the 120 chl'onic

these' undergraduate therapists were discharged dur-

Pollowup of the discharge patients shoWed that a

surprisin4, number were living ih the community with seemingly good adjustment.

0
4'
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The fact that there is a need in our community for help of thiS kind is put

forth,blatantly.in the Midtown Study in Manhattan, 2Iew York, reportedfr Srae

and Others (1962), which indicated that fewer than 20% of such Americans are

'free of symptoms of emotional disturbance and that 1/3 are i
ie
n need of psychiatric

,treatment. These startling findings.were corroborated by Leighton and othexs

(1963) in a study of a small rural county in Canada in which they found that only

'1#% of the adults were free o' psychiatric symptoms. One-third were significantly

emotionally disturbed and 204 were in serious need of psychiatric treatment.

Other studies have indicated that emotional disturbance occurs anywhere from 5%

to 501 in thegeneral population. These data,are found to vary significantly due

to the fact that a.variety of definitions of normality and a myriad of criteria

were utilized in defining the'term, "emotional disturbance."

,

There is soberin; evidence, nonethe ess, which does, in fact, suggest that

the number of individuals in cur complex society who are in need of some form of

help with their personal problems is, indeed on the rise. How are we going to

cope with a society so sick, but with so few avenues of help available to it?

3)(s
Obviously, prevention pro;rams m st be implemented immediately :' Heretofore,

emotionally staple individuals in m Vie class American society felt somewhat
. .

smug abbut their status and could not get stimulated in taking preveritive steps

because they repeatedly said it couldn't happen to us. Let us be repeatedly

reminded that it can and does happen to us. Lest we forget our failures - the

preventive efforts and therapy needed with the pathological Lee Harvey Oswald

and others within our community le;ion. surprise to us working in the

field is that more destructive eZPlosions Of such magnitude do not happen

more frequently, in view of the instability so prevalent in virtually all as-
.

nects of societal living. Th breakdown of the family, the confusion and pro-

liferation of mixed values within our massed media, the press for social
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mobility and mfterialism, and the lack of effective compensatory and sublima-

:tory outlets for youn4 people is apparent - to mention only a few of the causes.

The choice anxieties, the growing impersonality whi"ch almost inevitably occurs

whenever numbers of individuals in any one place grow increasingly larger, etc.,

etc.
0

One promising,plan, a new direction or innovation that received'much at-
ti

tention was the remarkable results produced by Mar:aret Rioch (1963), in which,

ei4ht colle'e- educated, mature, married women with children were trained over a

two-year period as psychotherapists. -Their didactic and clinical training was

foCused on psychotherapy. The verdict evidenced that these psychotherapists

were as effective with their patients as most broadly trained psychotherapists.

Furthermore, they got comparable results in an average of ten interviews..

Another study in San Francisco by Albrondo, et. al., (1964) studied five

senior classes of medical students with 38L out-patients covering five socio-

economic classes. The results show that even 12 weeks of.training in psycho-

therapy led to an improvement in patients of these students in training. In all

probability, what accounted for the-success in these individuals was tbat they

provided a warn, ,sharing relationship_with other human beinisin need.

The "magic" of interpersonal relationships in which empathic underltanding,

creative listening, and experiencing in a genuine way, have shown again and

again to be the most effective of our helping modalities. We in the helping

professions need to explore these relationships in greater depth and breadth.

We need not only to train others in their usage, others who have no intent to

tonduct psychotherapy, but as well to develop a whole host of expert empathic

listeners. This includes mothers and fathers, clergymen, Boy Scout leaders,)

teachers, nurses, and virtually-all adults who work in any kind of helping or*

serving capacity. We now have the knowledge to conduct sul training sessions

1"

,
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and to provide dissemination of these simple but yet highly workable concepts.
*

" This is one way in which the mental health professionals can serve not only a

I

therapeutic role, but also a preventive role within our communities.

In conclusion, it is apparent to many that the mental health frontier is

-shifting from the treatment of illness to preventive intervention at the com-
a

munity lever.' Our usual methods of treating patients are being supplanted by

new approaches to interpersonal problems and to the management of debilitating

tensions. Most importantly the community itself needs to be taught to collabo-

rate in creating mentally healthy environments.

-.
Hopefully we will be successful at this most important soci work!

.

...

r
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THE R EOF'THE STUDENT AFFAIRS OFFICE IN ENIIAMCIN3 COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH.

'8y

c Lois-J. Swanson
Asspciate Dean - Student Affairs

California State College at Long Beach

Until a few years ago, many people I know would have thought that the idea'
a

of an'OtfiC:6-Of Studant Af.fdif.s, ors Student Activities 4s they are often called,

didn't have any concern about the_ mental health of students, or anything to of-

.f4 in that regard except possibly serving the Purpose of letting off steam.

There have been a lot,of studies, particularly in the last ten years, of college

students end how their eTerience on a campus has effected thein. The results,

of some of these have beffn a real jolt to a'good many of us, because in many

respects we haven't been r4ar1yc effective as we had happily assumed we were.
. .

raybe it just as well. There are lots of contradictions in these studies, but
. .,

f4

there's one indication that seems to come through on a 7,00d many of,them. The'

indication that whether a Itc-'ent is at Michian or Antioch or Stanford

or wherever, what happens to h m chirirf; his Tolle ;e earl, the canes that take

place, depend in very lar_x measure upon -,he camptiS climate and the whole atmos-

phere of the college he attends, thr; level cf e:pecfany he firid? t here, the

give and take that goes cn between students, and between faculey a nd students.

And it is these things that are the focal concern of tnis office of student

Af2airsi that I" represent.

When I began thirikin; about this subject, my mind was turning to how many

advanta;es accollei,e student Lan cve'r people from, say, 17 to 22 who, go to work

.

immediately after high school in a service station, or as a clerk. First of all,
;

I think it i's-true that col)e;e personnel Aepartments are staffed lar;ely with

people who like the sti.Went. T know ther, are COMP exceptions. I can think of

a couple of very obvioon -y,es thai I nave inloyn in my time. But in the main; I

vv.
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really believe,most of us like these students we work with, and in liking them

we try to understand them. I am convinced too that a good professor knows that

whatever may go on in his classroom or the laboratory he conducts, he isn't

1

teaching Joe anything if Joe isn't listening. And so he too is concerned about

his mental health, and sometimes he is concerned enough th?t he'll call our

office and say, "Look can't you do something about this boy? He always comes

into class alone, he never ;talks to anybody, he leaves the minute,class is over,

and he looks unhappy and listless and lonely."

The blight of anonymity without question is one of the foremost evils that

40
' we fight on a big impersonal campus like this one. And I really mean evil.

People tell me even now that to try to do anything about tis in 1965, on a cam-

pus the size of our own, is Pretty stupid; t,is a fact of life that.'We might

just as well face, they tell me. taut we do try through the staff that we have,

to make it possible for every student who wants it or needs it--and they're

not always the same thing--to be part of a primary ;roue on the campus. This

4
might be something as- loosely or;anized as a few students who eat lunch.:together

,

. .

3 or 4 tines a week. But-all-the wayalon4 the continuum from Silch a group to. ,

,
.

a very highly structured group that puts ;a great deal of emphasis upon group
.7-.

goals and standards and lOyalties'and all this kind of thing, a youngster can

find a hone base in this sea of 1.2,0Q0 strangei.s.- He iwf. get the support. and

the concern for himself as a human being, for hiS own problems, that. make all

):

the difference. And it really ,can make all.the difference between a student

---. ,

who is healthy enough that ,he can-mske,ffireinost of.tOdayl_sopportUnities and-the

-* - - t.,
one who goes to Class, ;id can't wait tO.gttifpme,-. t).r..o00(' to his high school!,-

, ... .;., : ,

friends, or wherever it is that he feels life a' .person and riot a thing. So we'r
..

.. i

.., .1

try to make these kinds of experiences avai14141(0-aS Many student, s as we can::: ..,
. , .

'; 1, ,
...

When we are fortunate, sometimes we can o a stet1;:ftAller. 5ometlines we find
''.

f

: .:r-

7'8
I

:
;
.

.
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out that a student can't relate to anybody, and he has tried. He doesnit know

how. Sometimes, of course, there are just personal habits that are the factor.

Very often we'll find that he is still using ways of relating to his peers that

work very well when he was in junior high school, but aren't quite so effective

here. .And of course lots of times it's true that his evaluation of himself is

the thing that gets in the way. Sometimes we are able to help to create a
I

situation, in a student or;anization or an an Associated Student Committee, in

his relation to the other students he works with, that can providel.the kind of

.therapy that he needs: It has been interesting to us to note that every now and

en a perceptive, mature student who has good jud;ment can be brought in on

kind of experiences and he can do a .Treat deal more than we are ably to

urselves.

We are thought ofk I know, as an office that is supposed to help students

,

develop a good program--stimulating lecturesk lood discussions, a gracious re
,-

ception for a visiting artist on the campus, or whatever. But we focus even

more in our office on what's happening to the individual stdents as the plan

ning goes on. We try, and as Dean Demos knows all to well from a few converse

tions I've had with him in the past few days, we try with great frustration and

very little effectiveness upon occasion, to he)p these students to confront their

4
own.failures'a d rationalizations for what they are, and to recognize the cause

,\
and effect that are part,of the picture. But sometimes we can help. When a

"girl, for example, is so shy that she can't enjoy the ordinary give and take

in a group, there'are some things we have learned to do. We don't suggest that

she go to a lot of colle;e dances; these are too'personal. She can feel accepted'

or rejeCted in a situation of this kind on extremely broad, unsubtle cues; she's

conscious of hersplf, of how she looks, and all these things. But if we can get

her into a ski club, or a bowlin; ;roupp'or a .Troup that's .discussing a subject

if
at).

r
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.

in which she is vit ly concerned, something in wt ah the focus is on an limper-
4 t -

sonal.activity, i does often happpen thag, sore rial changes take places

7 ,

.-,
, /

Of course, e share this kind of attempt with YWCA: and YWCAts and church

.groups and lir Scouts and. iroups of this kind all over the world. Ind as is,

true,,wit,h al these groups, the problem with us is to reach the young people

who,need it most. The girl who needs to spend ,long houi's around fellOwv her.owns

\
age, sing& g or arguing or skiing or whatever, just in order to feel comfortable

/ , .

around th m just to get over her self consciousness, is just-not the girt who is

going to have lots of dates. So we work of course on coed intramurals and all

kinds of no-date events--and here of course is the ;enious in the coed residence

halls.

here's lots of social mobility going on in a college like ours. We have

very many students here who are the first in thieir family to have the privilege.,

of College experience. to my second point is-we do as much as we can to help some

of these students live up to the new image that they are trying to develop for

themselves. Some of our male collea,,nes think it's funny, or pretend they do,

bit we do try to emphasize acceptable social, behavior,, and to give these youngsters

as many opportunities as we can to practiCe it. Of course, we don't emphasize

empty conformity; of course we don't value a girl any less because she doesn't

knor how to introduce her father. But we know that the first time this girl

goes into a restaurant with a beau, if 3hp knows what to do she may have a fine

time, but may be absolutely miserable if she doesn't. And if she, is so confident

that she knows, but doesn't want to bother, that's all right too.

I think there is
A
one way in which we make some contribution, not so much to

individuals but to campus mental_health, on another of the efforts we maintain.

We try--and here a;ain therers a lot of curent frustration, but we try very

hard-to get the students with whom we work to s e the difference between,real

leadership, in which you learn how to help a number of "people arrive at an'in-



formed, reasoned consensus, and get something done, and the manipulating and ex

ploitatinethat they are likely to learn on their own, in their various experi

ences.. We know that aght at this very moment there .are probably students in the.

A.S. Offices learning both varieties, but we try.

Of course, when'anybody works with groups there Are always stions about

motivation. We ask ourselves what do we do about this brOwnie point eGmplex?

How much,are we wise to use competition? How do you instill group pride, and

move from that to personal esteem in those youn;sters who need it so badly?

There are questions about group loyalty and conformity, and how these are related

to individual values. We try, at least, to keep these thingt in perspective and

to give to the students some perspective qn them too.

A
In the organized structure of a student pro.;ram there are relations with

another generation that concern us too. There are absolutely amazing differences

in students' ability and students' willingness to relate to people of their

parents' generation. SomeLmes we encounter nothinbut resistance and distrust

to suggestions that cone from any adult.' My. feeling is that we .know a go ct deal

more than we are, able to practice in this area. We know, of course, that we may

be affecting students' relation to all authority figures. We know a mentally

healthy person ought to;ue able to consider points of view and information from

.

any creditable source when he's making a decision. And we know that it is hard,

when you are working with a group and time is limited, not in certain subtle ways

to rewak the docile ,and the passive. I find myself avoiding the.use of the word

cooperative of late when I write a reference for a student.

It is so easy to fine yourself maintainin, manipulating those unseen

strings, when you really are tryin-; to develop and euoura;e independence and

'selfdetermination. We do, of curse, try to avcid this. 911t, at 1.he same time

we believe - -I can't say that we know, but we believe- -that studentt often gain

1 I



the most when the ts some spanning of the en students and

adults together can help each other understand WhAls happening to them, or see

how inappropriate certain ways they have bean conducting their affairs have

been, we believe that more can be accomplished.

We know that we have to level with students, especially those who want no

truck with adult opinions. We know we Can't pretend, for example, that there

are sanctions to be invoked when there aren't. We know that it is best to have
o

just a few rigid rules and a large number of mutually arrived at understandings.

We know these things, but we're not always able to practice them.

*

Everybody knows, I suppose, that one of the greatest differences between

our colleges and those abroad is in t4 amount of informal student-faculty con-

tact that goes on on campuses in the United States. This comes up in every dis-

cussion I have ever heard ih my life about exchange professor and foreign.

students. It is my feeling, that it's almost desperately important that. we do

everything we can to'hola on to this chara8teristic of American college education,

particularly at this time when there are more and more students, more and more

professors with publications and offcampus consultations, and all of these

things, as important as they are,,wefmus.t cling to this quality for all we're

worth.

When the student and his profesqor retreat to their own peers, almost im-,
s

mediately after the class is over, I am ,sure that we have lost one of the truly

effective way?, in which 3 colle4e can coHtabute to the mental health of its

students. Let me be specific here. When you think about some of tne advantages

the college student has over his age peers somewhere else, it occurs to you that

there is a built -irk azard for a perceptive college student. All colleges, I

-

suppose, do everythihg they can to give a student the ability to see his own

society as if he telon ;V to an alierf culture. And if he does this, theperceptive
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one fs going to ask hiinself not only how well he measures up to the cherished

ideals of his own culture, but he's also going to ask just how workable and how

desirable these cherished ideals are. This absolutely has to be an unsettling

experience. I suppose that a freshman very often becomes aware for the very first

time in this critical year of his life of the cynicism and hypocrisy and corruption

that exist in some of the institutions that he has known,, and has had respect for.

He needs help. I am surd he needs help, as he works his way through these new

understandings. zither, I think, he separates himself from them altogether, so

they don't have any effect upon him, or he tninks them throuih well enough that

he can permit some changes in hirself, but at the same time maintain-contact with

the people that are important to him. And here he needs endless opportunities for

discussion and for continuing the dialo;be. So one of the major aims perhaps the

major aim of our office thesedays is to support, and encoura;e, and plan all we

can to increas6 these informal student-faculty contacts and help students cope

with this problem of inte7rating their knowled,,e and their reelings and their

behavior.

I read not long ago a note from a student who had spent her first two years

at Reed. It may not be true now, but until a year on two ago they had only about

800 students. And she talked about how there they ate dinher together, they

talked to;ether and she used a phrase that may sound corny,."We searched for truth

together", she said. Then she went on to say that at her preserit university0-which

is one of the major universities on the west coast, "Here I have no frame-work for

relating what I've learned to the events around me. I want some help in making

these connections.",

Then to. my last point.. There's a.change, I think, in what is commonly

referred to as the service-project on a colle;e campus. Fraternities, service

grnups, and student or;anizations in 4eneral ha,fe had such projects as lon as



ther have been colleges, I suppose. And some of them have been pretty empty

routine performances I believe. I am not talking here about the real activist.

These people are with us, and very much part of the campus Scene, gut at the

S
moment I am not talking about them. My focus here is upon the eff ct that

students' new involvement seems to me to have upon the mental hea t,11? of our more

average student. Dean Demos was talking a few minutes ago about ertain pro-
'

jects, Project Weekend) Projga Tutor, and of, how effective some if the student

membero of organizations have been in the various area:-. in which ey operated.
4..

IA there is another value, one that is somewhat in reverse. Stu ents) for

eximple in our A.S. Tutorial Project, have become concerned enoug about a de-
1

privd -oun:ster that they give several hours a week t,,o tutoring n individugl

child. They .;0 to his '-one or, to his school, they see him in the places in which

. \ .`
he is accustomed to be. And as I have listened to their crscussi ns) sometimes

L

here, and a few times down at the Community Improvement lague, I've been struck

by sorreV-ing that alto( us know yen- well. As .a youn3 person has first hand'

experience 'trYing to urv4erstand and solve the problems of some ofAhese less

Privile;edl there maY ocr tremendous growth in his own health. Personal at-

., . .

tachments do kow; they do ,lemonstrate to him how irrelevant are nationality

...,.4 . ,

to wari commlnication. And he does develop unexpected concerns. A ttudent saild

to me /just a few days ago, "I don't have time to do this, but You just can't walk

out apd leave a situation like this."

About three weeks ago, I sat fcr an hcur with a roupof three girls in one

of the-service organizations in acsem_ry Taylor's office.. They were talking about

a service project, with rr. 7rnest Preaceley of tne Community Improvement L

and they began by askin; him some routine, factual questions. '41-let should we

for these vrun ;sters? Sholld we take them on a picnic, to the beach, on a tour?

Rut before that hour hod -nded the tenor of the conversation had changed tom-
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pletely. Before it ended, these iirlg were ;ravely and'seriously looking at what

they might hope to accomplish. They were rea4y exc ted about a "Project Self"
,

. that Mr. Preaceley was telling them about.

.

views with him about these girls in the area around Olive and Hill in Long Beach,

And as they listened and exchanged

they -egan to see how important it was for these ;iris to develop pride irk them-

selves, to believe they he attractivet and could be liked, and could hold a

,:ood job. It is. hard for re to tink of a more valuable experience for an 18

'rear old 7irl who comes from a privileged home.



THE,ROLE OF THE COLLEGE COUNSELING CENTER IN ENHANCING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH '

BY

Ienneth C. Weisbrod
Associate Dean - Counseling and Testing

k California State,College at Long Beach

a

Thank you George.'

fMmediatelY following this hour, I've been invited to talk at the Physical

Education Department on the subject of "Moto. ring ".. If the things t say now

.

seem to take the slant of motor-le niarng, it is because I am planning ahead.

As we think of the responsibility of the college counseling center, its

mental health professionals, and the role of leadership in the college community,

AZ%

3 suspect that this responsibility takes the shape of presenting some impli-

cations of major factors influencing behavior. It is our responsibility to

interpret "the big picture". Ours is a multidiscipline approadh to looking at

human behavior and. human interaction in,a community setting. The implication of

interaction implies information. The exchange and flow of information on a col-
'

1e6e campus is the business in which we are engaged. It is our primary respthsi

bilitx and, if we, can think of information in Garner's terms; i. e., as existing

. on a one-to-one relationship with uncertainty or ignorance, our responsibility

to the community as mental health professionals might be thought of, as inter-

preting the big pidture in terms of what the community can understand, since

without this communication information is not available to the community. We

need to underbtand the interaction aspects of the larger community. We heed

to look o our own skills and competencies to provide complete'and.accurate

.
information to the community. All this suggests the need on our part to keep

abrevt of meaningful research and to actually be involved with laboratory-type

,experimentation.

-We'have a composite of skilled, technical, broadly cognitive and able
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people. We have an assemblage on the college campus of a representation of

many disciplines. It'is the responsibility of the mental health professional to

draw from all resources of the college community, and to synthesize meaningful

implieations of research that is being conducted in that setting and in wettings

like it throughout the country.

A second kind of responsibility in the role of leadership among mental

health professions is to interpret to the community the implications of its

own behavior. This is in effect the essence of therapy--a one-to.:one

tionship between the therapist and his patient, which becomes a mutual relation-

ship moving; toward a new reality. The patient has little capacity to deal with

this new reality therapy; but, in the process,of therapy, in the communication

of information on a 2 way street between two individuals, a new reality becomes

increasingly possible. If we were to hypothesize a role of man-kind as a life

in two worlds, one,of these is the world which exists around us regardless of

what we know, feel or think about it. This is the public world of reality

which includes the practical world of physical existance. The other world is

the world of intermeaning7the privati world of each individual. This other

world, the private one, for each individual is precisely what he knows, feels,

and thinks and believes to be true about the outer woad.

In the process of communicating information we are dealing with both of

these worlds, the private world and the outer world, our relationsip with

people. We are bringing together the information needed by the individual or

the group of individuals relative to the private world. We're bringing from the

outer world of experience and practical reality new interpretations of informa-

tion existing there for the individual that he was incapable of comprehendipg to

the time he received the help of the mental health professionals.

A thiid kind of responsibility in this roleof leadership-for the menta)'

2.0
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health specialist is a risk taking responsibility. In our society it Is

dangerous to be different. There is a striving for commonality, thereis

striving for saneness, there is.a striving for pattern-acceptable behavior which

falls within the medium of acceptable behavior, a, behalrior that society pre-

scribes and condones. The college is an intridal part of society, it is a part

of society set apart for specialized training that provides sgott cuts to

experiences of many kinds for young people. College is that part of society

whio,h must take risks. It must take risks because it deals with some previous

known truths that now, through time, have become fallacies. If we can believe

what we hear about the explosion of knowledge, knowledge during the decade of

19!10 to 1950, and this knowledge from all times during the succeeding decade

doubled again. Itfseems to be in the process of again doubling during this

decade. mustlook to what happens to previous facts when new information

denier their reality for their factual quality.

Part of our responsibility.is to serve as a catalist for change. This

means involvement It means that we must become involved with people in the

\

community. In order to promote change, change must be seen in light of the

best current knowledge available. Recently I was at the home of theDean of

a graduate school in a nearby university,. He was deploring the ignorance and ,

lack of preparation that he was findink"among students on his campus. I was

questioning his sources of information, (where did he gain this impression that

is inconsistent with theimpression I haveof students), and he said, MI call them

in as they near the end of their preparation to receive an advanced degree, and

I' question them." My reaction was, "Did you ever try listening?"'His wife

chided me afte? dinner. She.said, "That was a great shock to the Dean, because

he hadn't thought
4

of it." She said, "I've been trying to tell him this for a
.

long time. I am so glad you did." Sometimes we need to use a shock technique

"4't
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tobring society to reality- -to a new reality more consistent with the present
c.

trend:

Garner suggests that there is a kind of'leap frog relationship between the

poor culture during adolescence ?and during college years and the adult society

or the adult peer culture. He suggests that there is a conflict of generations

and that in this conflict, the impeaching new society challenges and denies the

attitudes, s, :als, hopes, and aspirations of the adult society. MIthin

this conf t of generations, we have both product of good and of-evil, so far

as men health is concerned, and so far as productive change is concerned.

Agai our role of leadership in mental health on the college campus and in

the college community is to interpret each of these societies and to the

t. = and to use empathetic understanding coupled with mature judgment in the

rocess of dealing with students who are in rebellion against what they may

c nsider to be social inconsistencies.
,1

Young people may challenge social values dangerously or safely, depending

upon the'manner in which Society is interpreted to them. We have this respon-

sibility on the college campus and within the college community to interpret
c

one society to the other--the peer society of youth to the adult society of the

larger community, and the adult society of the larger community conversely to

you.

I believe, that many factors Which contribute to poor mental health among'

*
students could readily be dealt with by reducing some of the tension, and some

of the stress plasd upon youth by the larger society. I talked with a student

recently who told-me that both of her parents had, since the time she could

remember, required her to receive no grade less than an "A". She said, "I

think it started in kindergarten." She has now arrived at the point where she

probably will receive F's in the four courses she is taking on campus at the
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present time. She had. been a straight "A" student, and now a
she is in the procest

of failure. We talked about this to some length and she said, "These people,

these adults never valUed me for me, they valued me for what'I knew and what'I

could learn. Everyone has always told me that I am a bright and gifted student.

I am tired of this, and I am going to disprove it." She said, "I'll flunk out ti

semester." -Ttlis is a very grave loss. It is a loss of human anguish and,suffer-

-ing which, this student, has endured. The shock, dismay and disappointRent ofther

4.

parents and other members of the family must be great. Thil happens,all too

often; I think, among our student population where students become failure.
Air

oriented rater than success oriented. I believe that in the process of

interpreting the societies, dr thelg two moduli of society one the other,

4 K
there is the practice of tension reduction. ,I b eve that we can elate to

lr
students in mature and adult ways, and in groups of classroom sizeas wellas'thk

i .. 4,

small group, even'the one to one relationship.-, :we can.relite to these

individuals feelings of Onfidence, respect-etadmiration for them, as individu6
0

aneWithout the demands of our own hopes-built into the kinds- of,tension or
,

stress which we place upon, them, we'll probably do them a gre

rs'
succeeding generations as well.

My fourth point and last, the role of the mental health professional,in
.

co, and our

leadersnip in the college community is one of serving.* the per &go as it '

2. 0

were. (The super ego for the college community.) This p/a es a rather great

responsibility upon mental health professionals because.they would be expected

te
then, first of all, to enjoy excellent mental health. Thislis not necessarily

the case. Under the old defiilition of mental health, :'shich suggests that an .

individual who is enjoying good mental health is free' from thesymPtoms usually

associated with psychosis or psychoneurosis, or other kinds of mental disorders,

-$3

.
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an individual' performs a maximum of his potential within his social order. He
.

)

conducts himself at all times creating a nimam of friction and tension and a

tc55maximum of satisfaction to himself and those people with whom he is associ-

ated. There is implied in this definition an ideal, an ideal which does not

exist, which is an inhuman ideal.' It suggests a very cold, sterile kind of

relationship between a supreme being and man'

Mental Healthofessionals are people who are people, they're human indi-

viduals who are subject to tensions and stresses and to the changes both in

thei; internal and external environments. They're individuals who of necessity

must become skilled in communication, communication. of meaning. They muste

individuals who omit the flow and maintain in the process something full of

information. They're individuals who assume a very large responsibility in

society because, in a way, their actions do convey to society what good mental

health is. They're individuals who, first of all, I think 'mist admit their

own limitations and they must accept these along with their own strengitls and

capacity. In the process.of doing so, I believe that as mental health speci-
%

alists on the college campus, anti as we relate to the community, we need first

of all to relate among ourselves. This means building some bridges, both-

interdepartmental and interprofessional, and hringing the student population

into these relationships in the building of these bridges. We do see the pre-

judice and the ignorance which seen to abound in the dichotomous aspects of

many college campuses:

I was talking with a man yesterday who told of his experiences on an eastern

campus. He said,'"Members of the sociology department, or shall I say psychology

and so forth departments, did not speak to each other because each considered the

others fools.') He said, "In this relationship, productive research was wearing

blinders and had some tunneled vision qualities." "He also stated that he
4
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believed that on this college or this Univerisity campus more poor mental health.
existed than in any other segment of seici:efy due to the,lack of communication.'

I would like to sug;est that the very essence of good mental health is the

communication of information without the usual limitations applied. We need an

"openness" to source's of information; we needto enhance, capacities to modify
,

and to create information,aand to convey this information in the process of human

\

interaction.' This open communication system makes us capable of interchanges
NIT

capable of interrelatinis capable of developing and producing new ideas and cap-

able of producing written, verbal and oral. This is a great responsi-

bility. It is our responsibility and we are engaged in it now.

,
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THE ROLE OF SUBPROF'ESSIONALS IN-ENHANCING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH

By

Joseph L. White,
Assiatant Professor,- Psychology Department

California State College at Long Beach

Thank you George. 0.)

/When Ken was talking, he mentioned that if you choose to be different

you will sonatinas find: yourself alone and in a position where you will have
A

to fight a system that is bigger than yourself. I recall my first step as

a psychologist in being different. When I first went into a mental hospital,

the,nurse was checking ma out on the ward and I was to be on this ward for a

year. The first
fir-

came by and she smiled. She said, "You've got to

watch schizophrenic people. They sometimes frown and schizophrenics are that

,:way." The next 2,41.!iiit:Caie by and didn't say anything, didn't frown or smile.

She-taid;-*Welve got to watch some of them. They are pretty bland you know."

So it struck me as though I'd perceived individual differences with these I?

patients and everything that was 'different about them was a sign of schizophre-

nia. So I said to the nurse, "These folks are just like the folks outside the

hospital in terns ofbeing different." I said, "There's no such thing as

schizophrenia as a sort of concrete eity." "How long have you been saying

these patients are schizophrenic ?," I asked. "Well that's what we do in

medicine and who are you f,o challenge the concepts of medicine." My response was,

"Who are you to tell me not to challenge it?" Whereupon we got into a big

argument, whereupon I ended up sitting ±n front of the chief of service and he

, -

*asked me what seemed to be the big (p-roblen. I said Iidn't believe there was

any such thing as schizophrenia. He asked me who was I to challenge Dr.

, Kraeplin.and many others that had labeled schizophrenia.- paid, "I'm chal.
,-,..
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lenging anything I want. My job as a Ph.D. student is to learn how to think,

and I'am trying to learn how to think." This went on for about 45 minutes and

he couldn't get to change my mind and I couldn't get him to try and observe

the patient for what he was. So we agreed, that I was not to announce my be-
;

lief on the ward, inasmuch as the belief was a private matter. And so I

stayed there a year and I wrote my reports and talked about Paranoids, schiz,

catatonia, and hebephreina and so on. The day I departed he said, "Do you

believe now ?" I said, "No, I still don't believe." But what I did believe

though was that there are many deeply troubled individuals in hospitals.

George referred to the Mid-town Manhattan Study and the Joint Commis-

sion on the Mental Hygiene St which indicated that in some of our urban

environments, there are at lea 80 people who could use some sort of help

in coping with their lives. I guess as one lives this life, we all go

through periods of deep personal crises and periods of deep personal unhap-

piness. For some of us, we are fortunate enough to have the strengths that

will see us through these. periods in such a way that we don't come out as

embittered citizens. Air others of us, we need some kind of help outside the
A

immediate family situation to deal with these Constructively. Increasingly

the social worker, psychologist, and psychiatrist. are being turned as helpers

-,_mdth problems in living.

Now the basic ingredient in psychotherapy is what I've come to call

"creative listening ". And by creative listening, you listen to the-patient,

or tom,to,the client or to the little child in such a way that he cariin to

new solutions tor his situation. He can begin to see new wayi'of viewing
,_,- ,'

himself, new ways in viewing the people that are bugging him and so on. And

--this listening sJkill renuires things like empathy, the ability to see the other

person's frame of references, the ability to be accepting, the ability to care
4
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-for other people without trying to engulf them and so on. Now if this is the

basic ingredient of psychotherapy, and if there are not enough psyChotherapists

and mental health workers to go around, clinics will be lacking personnel.

One way pf giving more personnel is to find people who already seemed

to have developed some kind of creative listening skills, people Who seem to

be reasonably mature, reasonably able to manage their own lives and who seem

to care in a very sensitive and empathic way about the lives of other people.

The first attempt to find folks like this and enhance,their creative listening

skills was something George 'referred to earlier in the presentation. It was

a little project by Margaret Rioch at NIMH, initially reported in the May is-

sue of Harper's Magazine, 1962. As George said, they picked out eight house-

wives who seemed to be able to bring to the training situation some potential

to be creative listeners, stone potential to care about other people in a

therapeutic manner, and some potential to be warm and empathic. They trained

these eight Women using group discussion techniques, using tape recordings and

letting them listen. They put these liontn very early into situations with
a

their-clients, that is they decided, like Rogers decides with his graduate

students, to get the student with the client early in the training relationship

so that he begins to get the feel of the actual experience of sitting in the

room. When he comes out of.the room, the supervisor asks, "What d the client-

do?" "Well, he told me to go to Hell." "How'd you feel about th t?" "I felt

prek,ty bad. Why do you suppose he did it?" and so on. Through these kinds of

sensitivity techniques these therapists were able to emerge as competent para-

professionals or subprofessionals and went on then to work in hospital situa-

tions. When we pick these people, up in 1965 in the Annual Review of Psychology,

as George pointed out, they seemed to be, on all criteria that we can measure,

successful psychotherapists. George also pointed out that they scored higher
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on the Board Test in Psychiatry than the medical students. Where the medical

students scored at the 90 percentile, they scored at the 97 percentile.

Now, if it is the case that we can take people and train them in noatra-

ditional ways to become adequate psychotherapists, then this is one way of

fulfilling the vacuum.

Another kind of problem that we have is that in many urban settings

throughout the country there is no clinic to service a great many citizens;

. for example, New York City, in the area that tends to be surrounded by

Lincoln Hospital, has 350,000 residents and there were no psychiatrists

available until very recently. The hospital applied for a grant through the

war on poverty and set up what you might call "satellite stations" around the

community. In the satellite stations they had available one trained mental

health worker that would have been a social worker, a psychiatrist or a psy

chologist and a staff of subprofessional workers who had been trained through

group discussion techniques, and the subprofessiohal worker would be the first

line of defense.' if he felt he could deal with the case under the supervision

of the trained worker, then they went on from there, if not the trained worker

saw the case. If he felt he could deal with it at the neighborhood level,

they did. If not, then they just moved closer in the hospital until some >

patients finally went on in the hospital and were admitted.

Now curious thing that we're finding with the paraprofessional or the

subprofessional therapist is that they are also teaching us about clients.

You see we went off assuming we knew everything, but we are findingl'especially

in the lower income grokipe or in nonniidle class groups, that we have to use a

,different treatment model.. For example, in the middle class we are all brought
,

,

up under the Protestant ethic, that is, at least you werev I didn't grow up-in
f

the middle class. ,In the Protestant ethic you learned to...keep. appointments,_
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to be compulsive and ao on. So if. you call a clinic and they aet you up an

appointment for Wednesday morning at 11:00 to see your therapist, well you'll

be there for your doctor's appointment and you know you have to be on time be-

cause a doctor is busy and hig time is valuable and so on, so you show up.

However, if you are from a nonmiddle class community, you might call up and

schedule an appointment for Wednesday at 11:00 and when Wednesday at 11:00

comes, if you don't feel you have any problems that day, you don't show and

you don't feel .very badly about it. Now we use to say becauja-we were all

middle class that that means the patient has low motivation for treatment.

He is resisting and scratch him up as a bad treatment risk and go on to the

next case. Well, we're finding in the satellite clinics that the patient

won't show up at his scheduled time, but he'll appear the next day and a

crisis erupts that morning. He wants to see his\ \therapist right then and so
1

he'll pound on the door. He will be very antagonistic if someone isn't

available. He really doesn't care whether it is the same therapist he had

last time just so long as someone is there to listeR. Also we find that

sometimes if the client won't come to you, then you go outside the clinic and

inside the client's house and talk to him. For example, a lady might call up

the clinic and day, "Well, doctor, I can't came to the clinic because it's two

blocks to the bus stop, and it'stoo hot for me to walk up there." Then you

say, Well, gee, you're getting this treatment at a low rate, and again you

say a low motivation for treatment. Now you say things like, "I know that

its pretty rough on you. Do you think maybe you could just do.it one morn-

ing a week?" Or you might make a bargain with the patient and say, hook,

I'll come to your house this one time and you,come up here the next time."

We're exploring different kinds of treatment models that can be incorporated

in the life style of the consumer,,and this is something we found usually in
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the subprofessionals. Also as we move across the urban arena we have decided

in a preventive way that possibly if some things don't get started, they then

on't have to be dealt with in later life.
4)-

We are.very concerned about the Negro child in the inner city. More and

mare of these children will be going to preschool programs as a way of begin-

ning to enhance the reading readiness s lls so they won't fall so far behind

in school and be so high on the

each master teacher, that is cr

fessionals or paraprofessio

out rate. Now in Project Headstart, for-

entialed teacher, there 411 be two subpro-

1s. For every fifteen children there will be

three teachers, onecreddritialed teacher or one master teacher and two other

teachers. Again, I think, you can train a nursery school teacher if she seems

to be the sort of a woman that likes children, the sort of woman that doesn't

feel at all uneasy with children jumping on her lap and pulling aCher----
.

certainly if she has this basic kind of set for children. I think through group

discussion techniques and watered down literature that they can be trained in a

course of six months or a year on the job, and then as they are trained they

will be incorporated by new headstart centers that are opening up.

I feel that the community, especially the college counseling centei, 'could

have some role in training the subprofessional psychotherapist and subprofes

sional teachers. And we will not, I think, be able to think in bachelor of

science, master of science, Ph.D. type ofsterms. That is, these therapists and
1/

these young women who are going to be the teachers do not needjthe standard

kind of a training. If we can empty out the richer aspects of the formal train-

ing course and put these in the subprofes`sional course, I think that thiS will

give us the kind of a model on which to begin to develop this talent within the

minority community. Also it provide' a source o additional jobs, it .provides

t



a source of recognition and many other things. All this'is going to mean some1
changes in the traditional concept of education. You see the people that

educated me, for some reason, seem to think I needed to know such things such

as physiology, neurology, anatomy and learning theory.. I have subsequently

forgotten every bit bf it, but they were traditional educators and wanted to

train me iaditionally. Hence, this will call for some major adjustment on

the part of the academic community because we will have to work in conjunction

with community agencies in these very different kinds of programs.

a
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THE EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF THE PSYCHIATRIST'
IN ENHANCING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH

BY

Alex L. Sweet
4 Consulting Psychiatrist

'California State College at Long Beach

Di*. Demos; Ladies and gentlemen, it is a pleasure and privilege for

to be.herc with you tonight. I am particularly glad that this is a

meeting. involving the general publie'of the community. I am also glad that

we haiPe here represented different disciplines such as college counselipg,

psychology,, and educational administration. Mental health is a community

concern, just as physical health is also a community concern2 and is not

oponfinqd to physicians' offices. It is especially gratifying that an

academic institution such as the California State College at Long Beach is

taking the initiative in presenting tonight's meeting. It not only indicates

the college's interest and *activity in the mental health field, but it also
A

demonstrates'its interest in extending itself to participate in the community

and not lincit'its efforts to the campus alone.

I shall speak today as a clinical psychiatrist, from both the vantage
7

4

of.private practice activity and also as a psychiatric consultant at the

California Stati College at Long Beach.

. The general topic tonight is'Leadership in Community Mental Health. I

see as as a major aspect of this the education of the public about the meaning

pf mental health and psychiatric disorder. In this educational approach, the

very initial aspqct needs to be the view that emotional or mental problems

are not somet!-LAg shameful to be kept in secret but instead constitute legitimate

problems to obtain help from qualified people.- It is of interest, in this

regard, that the National Association for Mehtal Health, of which the Long Beach

o
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Mental Health Association is a constituent part, was established more than fifty

years ago 1fr a man named Clifford Beers who had a psychotic episode and who was

appalled at the lack of understanding of his condition by the public. He resolved

to establish a national society which would attempt to influence the public to

view psychiatric disorders as proolems to bee, openly faced and to be construc-:

tively dealt with. It is gratifying to realize that this original goal has

to a large degree been achieved and that the public does accept the concept

of legitimate emotional disorders to be treated by qualified professionals.

Though this attitude is not universally accepted and there are still people

who are opposed to the concepts of community mental health, a large degree

of the battle has already been won. It is now our duty to solidify the ground

that has already been won with activities to implement the idea of treatment of

emotional and mental disturbances.

I might take this opportunity to describe the educational work that the

psychiatrists are doing at the Counseling Center of the California State College

at Long Beach. The Couseling Center deals with students who pre'sent educational;

vocational, or personal problems for counseling. At the same time, among these

students are those with definite emotional or psychiatric disorders. The

psychiatrists on the staff consult with the counselors about students who are

referred for psychiatric evaluation. We hope to share the special skills and.

knowledge of the psychiatrist with the staff counselors so that they may be in

a better position, themselves, td make preliminary evaluations of emotional

or psychiatric disorder and to makethe'proper referrals. At California State

,College at Long Beach we have a weekly case conference where student cases are

discussed in depth and in detail to bring out what is involved in disturbed

reactions and the best ways in which they may be treated.

We also have an additional educational function at the Counseling Center

in as much is the Center also furnishes clinical training for psychiatrists.

4 0
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We have physicians in training from Metropolitan State Hospital Who spend a

day and a half a week or more at the College Counseling Center. These are

physicians ii training to be psychiatrists. The psychiatric trainees see students

on referral. Each of them is supervised by a staff psychiatrist in his

diagnostic and therapeutic work. The psychiatrists-in-training also meet

with the counselors se that they can learn abbut the activities and the

approaches of the college counseling staff.

The Psychiatrists also play an educational role in the community. Working

with the individual patient can be viewed as constituting an educational

experience for the patient. In the psychotherapy process,ithe patient learns

what his condition is, how it came to be, and in what ways he ib getting better.

Psychiatric treatment can be viewed as essentially a reeducational procese:

unlearning old patterns that get the patient into,difficulties, and acquiring

new responses that lead to a happier and more effective life. In this educational,

work with the patient, many aspects that disturb the patient because of their

4

unknown threatening quality become converted to known and understandable factors.

This conversion of the unknown to the known which then can be dealt with is

of the main methods of psychotherapy. This education of the patient extenda,in

influence beyond the patient, himself. The patient affects not only himself but

his friends, his family, and his associates, so that the educational hchievements

of the patient reach out to others.

Psychiatric work in the community also'involves the education of the family.

Very often treatment limited to the patient himself is not adequate, especially

if the attitudes of the family are contributing to a continuance.of the patient's

disturbance rather than toward its relief. We-wouli hope that the family

attitudes are parallel to the patient's needs'so that the patient and his Amily

can work together in a cooperative effort. In my work with patients, I encourage



the idea of family members coming to see me. Consultation with parents can
Alk

be particularly helpful in working with adolescents or yoing adulMs. Similarly

with patients who are married, it is frequently helpful for the therapist to

talk with the spouse. The meetings are usually arranged as a conjoint session

where all of us meet together and express our views.

Another educational role of the psychiatrist in private practice is his

dealings with physiciam. Various doctors such as general practitionelli,

interns, surgeons, and so forth, who refer cases to the psychiatrists are in

need of an educational inrluence with regard to psychiatric problems: This

is particularly important since very often the general physician is the one

who is first consulted by the patient or by the family with regard to mental

or psychiatric reations. Also, very frequently, somatic complaints such as

tiredness or aches or pains in various parts of the body are very often the

presenting complaints of neurotic and psychotic reactions. It would greatly

advance the welfare of patients to have doctors who have a clear grasp in

-
recognizing psychiatric reactions, and wh then can make the appropriate referrals.-

In this regard I am reminded of the case of a young woman who complained

intenSely of lower abdominal pain. Her gynecologist was unable to alleviate

this pain and then resortedto an explo atory operation which revealed no

physical disorder. After the operation, she continued to complain of lower

abdominal pains. In almost a reaction of despair, the gynecologist referred

the case to me. It was nOt(;:fficult to establish the diagnosis of a borderline

schizophrenic reaction on the part of the young lady. The treatment, consisting

of psychotherapy and the use of drugs appropriate to her condition, alleviated

° the patier distress and the removal of her abdominal complaints. I cannot

help but think that if the diagnosis were made earlier, the lady would ha'b been
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spared,an unnecessary operation.

Physicians themselves can very often do mild forms of psychotherapy. In

many ways they are preferable therapists because of the strong supporting role 7.

they can furnish their own patients. However in their efforts in doing psicho-

grapy they needosupport

treatment. A very useful

available as a consultant

and guidance by psychiatrists to attempt this kind of

method is for the psychiatrist to make himself
za

to doctors who arC attempting psyChotherapeutic

treatment, so that the physicians can feel that they can get specialized

help if they feel the need for it.

Another area of educational Influence among doctors is the usefulne

of conjoint treatment by'both the medical specialist and the psychiatrist in

treatment of psychosomatic diseases such as peptic ulcer, high blood.

640''pressure, and certain skin 'diseases. Due to thestrong emotional component,

in either the causation or the aggravation of symptoms. in these disorders,"

often effective to have conjoint treatment,- that is, the patient sOes'

both the physician and the psychiatri* in an attempt to deal with the problem.

Medical treatment is not opposed to psychiatric treatment; both can ,proceed

cooperatively and At the sate time. In this type of work, ckt is importani,that

both the physician and the psychiatrist comtunioate with one anotherand6haye e

a united appioach.

From the few exam Iles discussed here, we car see tnesnumero s and

ramified effects on the mental health of the community that" -tile work of'

psychiatrist entails. His contributions along with those of other disc

in mental'health and in the general community can help to Sqyance a heal
. .

and happier society.

Thank you very much for your attention.

lines"
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THE ROLE OF THE COMUNITY PSYCHOLOGIST IN ENHANCING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH

By

George R ,/Hoff
Consulting Psychologist

( California State College at Long Beach

Thank you very much George.

In thinking over the topic of / "The Role...of the Psychologist in Community

Mental Health, it occurs to me that we expect a great deal froi professionals.

One way to take care of the unreasonable and impossible expectations, as Joe

has pointed out, is perhaps to train subprofessionals and paraprofessionals

who can do a good job, because they haveisomething in common with those with

lom theytre workin;, and because they are both human beings with all of the

problems therein, and all the rights and privileges thereof. And yet, there

are professionals, and there is a middle class, and there are those of us who

are in private practice.

I am very happy to have a chance to speak on the problem of community

mental health because prior to*the-time I was asked to present some of my

ideas, I knew very little about the problem because I'd be'en in private practice

for about six years. My private practice consists primarily of seeinp, approxi

mately 35 people a week in individual and group psychotherapy, and I naively go

about my business assuming that I am doing something good for mankind. And yet,

as many of us who are in privet= prakice very often feel, we're very limited
a.

in number, and the people that we see represents such a small segment of the

people whom we could influence through one means or another by doing out into

the community into public practice rather than private practice. In other words,

traditionally private practice has had the reputation of being a private club

sort of thing.
4,../

People who are in private psychptherapy have alliance to their therapist

41
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place 't0 experithent with somO of the small-group techniques which may be applica-

'\,ble in t larger setting. Furthermore, as a mental health scientist, it behooves
, ,

_ *
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and they feel that they are in an in-group, which in some respects they are.

But,Terhaps it behooves the private practitioner, to' look a little mpiejnto

his role as a public practitioner; to

this community be one of low", middle,

are disturbed people in Beverly Hills

look more toward -the community, whether

or even upper - class,, You know, there

just as well as there are in Watts.

Furthermore, there is a need for these people togget help on a community level

because there can be sick rich communities just as well as there can be sick

poor communities.

At any rate, it seems to me that the main essence of the problion was

stated a long time ago barThoreau when he said, "Most men lead lives of quiet

desperation." This means that unless we know what's going on we can't help

most'en because they're quiet about their desperation. Until they hurt enough

to seek some type of help on their own, we as professionals don't know what's

going on. The mid-town study more or less reinforced the above concept, by

finding that persons such as neurotics or character disorders are seldom

recognized unless they injure or do something detrimental to someone else;

their problems usually remain within their immediate family.

In this regard, then, when a psychologist goes out into a community to

seek out areas in which to exert his influence there are four defineable roles

he may play. The first would be one of a mental health scientist. He sees the

community as a laboratory in which he may study the behavior of man, a place to

try out some of the new findings that he has been developing in the university

end college, a place where he can try out various novel or unconventional ways

ot intervening into the life of persons in order to see what he can do toihelp

them. As an example, the mental health scientist can use the community as a

1
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the.psychologist to use the community as a reservoir frqm which to develop new

theories about both techniques of treatment and the basic nature of man.' As

you know, very often when a psychologist matures; he becomes a philosopher and

when a philosopher matures, he becomes a p-sychologist. Therefore, there is a

correlation between the theoretical and the practical which the mental health

scientist, if he's doing his job adequately, should try to bring together in

the community. There can be many new innovations the scientist can try out

because the government is paying him-forhis time. If I, as a private

practitioner, try out an 'm conventional method of treatment, I'd have to pay for

it and I'd be trying it out on any own time and I'd be trying it out on the per-

son who was paying me. However, in community mental health, ordinarily the tab .

is picked up by some supra-organization such as the NIMH, or the United States

Department of Education, or some other governmental agency. Therefore, the

people with whom the scientist is working are not the people who are paying for

his time and effort.

A secondoand very important role that a psych?lo4ist car ay in community

mental health is the role of.the mental health educator. At this point I would

like to emphasize that there are a lot of "mental illness educators" but there

are very few mental health educators. It seems to me that psychologists could

put the "health" back into the mental health arl emphasize some of the new find-

ings that psychologists have been developing about just what is the meaning of

mental health. So far, we have defined Antal health as the opposite bf mental

illness. However,.the absence of symptoms doesn't necessarily mean that a person '

is healthy mentally or physically. Today, there is a lot of work loing go in an

attempt to find out just what is mental health. Sophisticated mental health

educators are needed in order to inform large numbers of lay people about the

meaning of being mentally healthy. I am very interested J.n the use of mass media

4



techniques for this approach. Commercial and educational TV, radio, newspaper,

and other media of mass communication are ideally suited to serve as a platform

for mental health, educators. These media, however, provide a challenge to us

academic people. What we say and write must be in non-technical language. And,

unfortunately there are few of us who,can translate scientific knowledge into

simple language. We can talk together very well because we are all acquainted

with the jargon, but it is very difficult for us, sometimes, to say what we can

say technically in simple language that anyone without our education can under-

stand.

A community psychologist could wear a third hat -- that of a mental health

consultant to group For.example, a psychologist could conduct sensitivity

seminars ,in homes r an having them it more formal settings. Such seminars

would not only offer technical information, but would also let the participants

see how others live. The fringe beneFitarwould probably be as large as the actual

therapeutic benefits or the grqup benefits. We could also conduct discussion.

groups in which the emphasis would be to try and help the person who has the pro-

blem, rather than dealing only on a problem level. So, the psychologist has a
1.

responsibility, I think, to be an educator and to innovate new ideas as to how

he can best reach the largest number of people. When I was at Compton College

we conducted an experimental program occlosed-circuit TV classes. We filmed 52

psycholoiy lectures and the film was used on a closed-circuit basis on the college

campus. There's no reason in the world why something comparable to this could.

-;)

not be filmed over the entire southern California area, or the entire country for

that matter. There's no reason why.people with something worthwhile to say about
, N

° the behavioral sciences couldn't compete favorably with Hollywood script writers

who actually have little to say.

The fourth role of the psychologist, a community psychologist, might be that



of a mental health therapist. We could treat what is known as "sick groups".

Both Dr. White and Dr. Sweet mentioned the fact that there can be groups that

are sick. Dr. Ackerman in New'York is doing a great deal of work in family

-therapy where the entire family group, not just one individual from the group,

receives treatment. Now it makes sense, doen't it, that if families can get

r
sick'so can businesses and industrial concerns. I am reminded of a chap that I

was working with for about six months whom I was convinced was suffering from a

paranoid-reaction because he believed that management at his partAcular organi-

zation was definitely trying to hold him down and that his peers, were also. He

believed that the person sitting next to him was watching what he was d-Oing and

that his secretary was buTling his phone calls. I was trying to help-him deal

with his mistaken neliefs. One day I was talking with a friend of mine who

was chief engineer of this organization and I mentioned my patient's situation.

I said, "You know' I've got one 'of your engineers in therapy and, boy, this guy

is paranoid" and he said, "What divisidnAoes he,work in?" When I told,him, he

said, "No he's not paranoid, that's all true." So, you see, there can be sick

organizations whether it's,a family, a business, a frtternity, or sorority.

It's tough for a person'to remain healthy in an -environment which is

ously 111 according to our criteria of illness. We know more about treating

sick persons than sick communities. For example, the L. A. County:Crisis Clinic

offers short-term crisis therapy at very low cost. This is an excellent, community

service. It doesn't take business away from private practitioners, but rather

prov'des,a need which hasn't been met Wore. The Suicide Prevention Center is

another example'of providing therapy for individuals. However, we have a lot to

learn about treating community growls. A phase of this in which I am personals

interested is an attempt to create what is called the Therapeutic Community.



Now this doesn't me that you take a whole city and make it therapeutic. This

means that you try use our knowledge of the helping professions to experiment

,on a community level in ems of what is an optimum social structure that will

best facilitate a person's maximum g'wth.

"What happens o an individua when certain things go on in a community?"

-

I've had some expe fence in what is ailed "sensitivity training" and I have

found some of the best sensitivity training is done over the weekend at a re-

treat where the entire atmosphere for that weekend is psychologically oriented

toward improving one's own contact with one's self and with the.group with which

one is spending the weekend. It is essentially a therapeutic community. An

innovation in psychotherapy is what has beeh called Marathon Psychotherapy, in

which people let to ;ether for 2t and 36 hours at a time and-.T11 of the. _creature

needs -are taken care of except sleep. There are shifts of psychologists who

provide the leadership of the group. There is a chance, under these circum-

stanees9 of really ;ettinD., into what goes Oti in a relatively incapsulrated comma

mun'ity over an intensely short period of 'time, which might help understand more

of what a community, a therapeutic community, can be like.
- :74

I realize it's getting late, but just let me-briefly summarize. It seems

that there may be four roles psychologists could play within a'cdmmunity:

(1) a mental health scientist, (2) a mental health educator,*(3)'-amental

health consultant,, .and_ (4) a mental health therapist.__And, the main purpose of

_

all of this would be to facilitate the optimum developmerft of the human poten-
.

tial through planned community interaction so thatlOpefully, We could

phrase Thoreau's statement so that it reads: No help Most men lead lives of

lifely inspiration.

Thank you very much.



DISCUSSION,

Audience: Something Dr. White said that interested me was the mention of sub-

professional helpers. It reminds me a few weeks ago the mental

health association sponsored a meeting in which we had a lady who

was the editor of the Suicide Prevention Clinic in San Francisco.

She told of the wonderful work they're-doing solely with nonpro-

,., fessionals, answering the phone at the time of crises, etc.; and how

k

these people without formal education or background are able to handle

and' deal with these people effectively. This is an excellent resource

and I am glad something is being done about it.

Dr. Demos: Dr. White would you like to comment?

Dr. White: I think the idea that training subprofessionals is excellent and I

think we can do it and at the same time control quality. This

seems to be Or. Sweet's feeling that while we try to extend roles

within the broad field of mental hygiene, if we also be concerned that

the people that emerge from these training programs are sufficiently

r
able. I think that we can both expand the supply and at the same

time keep the quality at a level that we would feel at home with.

Dr. Demos: Would, else like to try a crack at that,quOtion? All right,

anyether question? Yes, George, go ahead.

Dr. Hoff: I think'you're very correct in that because one of the deepest of

human needs is to believe that there is another person who cares.

This caring doesn't necessarily have to come froth a highly skilled

person so long as it's coming. from another human being. This is not

to say, however, that the so called housemother approach is adequate

in itself. Hopefully we could, train people who at least have rudi-

mentary training.

4



Dr. Weisbrod: I might add that using subprofessionals on a first aid basis is

primarily as Dr. Hoff has suggested. The implication is one of

-

Dr. Demos:

Audience:

Dr. Demos:

caring. When there is another human being listening and caring,

the quality of aloneness often experienced by persons undergoing

great stress is removed. Primarily-an individual Who approaches'

suicide has a way to resolve his problems. He is one who has run

out of all alternatives and he has chosen one rather permanent with-

out full recognition of ,the implications and other alternatives open

to him. The fact of another person listening and in the process of

listening, responding warmly, helps the individual under stress to

find at least one other alternative less fatal. This is adequate first

aid. Certainly the follow up with highly skilled professionals is

commonly indicated.

All rightl,any other comments? Yel;, sir.

(Question along lines of subprofessionals being very effective.)

Yes, this can be the case. In other words, people without academic

degrees can be quite empathetic. We have a long way to go to find

out really who these people are, but it does seem to be apparent

that there are people without any formal education who have these

skills to a great degree. Being able to be good listeners is

helpful. Perhaps you know friends who can deal with personal

yfroblems and you would like to talk problems over with them. These

people may not be professionals, but I think the point is that this

may only be a first aid approach rather than a permanent long range

kind of. thing.

tDean Swanson: Only one thing, that ,in the, city of the size of Long Beach this is not

true', but in a little town the people who have this are identified by

4.o
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almost everybody. The three or four helpful people are the people

:to whom everyone goes.

-DreHoff: One further thing on that if I may. I believe that if we'think about

training subprofessicnals we ought to also ask ourselves a nuestion,

namely: "What are we asking from the subprofessionali?" Many times we

may ask them to do things beyond their level of competency and

responsibility. If you have authority, there is also responsibility

that goes with it.

Dr. Demos: I might add another experiment that was carried out. Not really an

experiment but an experience of Carl Rogers, while at the University of

Wisconsin, in which he had an opportunity to teach a class every year

in child development, and one of the experiences included work with

young college junior and senior girls who happen to be predominately

prospective teachers. In his class, Carl !lagers found that most of

these young women would go out into a school setting and worjc with some

of the most difficult children in Madison; Wisconsin. Just a couple of

years ago I heard him say, "I was just flabbergasted at the progress

that these girls made with these troubled youngsters in fhe /School

setting." I am not sure what it was, Roger's noted, but\./know they

brought. youth, hope, vitality, interest, concern, caring, love and

valuing. they valued these kids, they liked them and they showed

it for the short ce "of 43.me they had to work with these youngsters

in -the school setting._

Audience: I would like :;comment on the subprofeisionals and I think. that Dr.
AV

Sweet and Dr. Hoff and Dr. White hold the feeling that these sub-

./ '

professionals. .

Dr. Demos: Yes, we're just beginning to tap the surface here. I've happened to

4
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have had a personal experience similar to, this in a school setting..

) I remember working as a school psychologist in a little sleepy town in

(,
the desert and I noticed that-virtually all the youngsters in that

particular school,gravitated, to of all people, the custodian; they
°

would go to this custodia and tell all kinds of things to him, and

this was I think, part o this characteristic We're talking about- -

where we're just tapping the suieface. But let me turn it over now

for Jr. Sweet or Dr. White to respond to this question.

o.

Dr. White: Well, I think certainly their one concern in training the subpro-

ssion might be the anxieties of the traditionally trained pra-
t-

fessionala4 However, I feel. that the ultimate contribution of the

.4

subprofessional may not be to the patient, but as it might create

new ways of training the traditional psychologist or psychiatrist.
.

That is) I think in our experiences with the subprofessional, because

£hey will be new unorthodoxed or so on, we might discover new ways

of training the college bound' type of therapists. After you havfl

been in the field a while, one's vision gets kind of limited. For

example, I remember-the first time I worked on a closed psychiatric

Ward I was trying to'be.a participant individual observer. The

first patient walked by and, he frowned and the nurse looked at me

and she said,o'You know Achizophrenios do that sometimes, son, and

you have to be on watch for them." And so the next patient came by

airol he smiled and the nurse said now, 't Schizophrenics 19 that you know

and you have to'be on the watch for them." The next patient came by

'

and he was singing'and she said, "They get cheerful sometimes but

you "r kind of have to watch that." So.saddenly it dawned on me that

everything that was happening on this ward this nurse was assigning

ja schizophrenia and I said to myself that maybe the guy was smiling,
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singing or looking sad because he got a letter that sounded good or

a letter that sounded bad. But she had gotten on a fixed track. She

would need some new insights to become more flexible. So I think

these people coming in with fresh vision can teach her something.

Dr". Demos: That's right. All of us who have done some 4811;?.herapy realize

that certain groule,_m_embors in the group become excellent therapists for

other members of the group. Would you to comment on that,

George?

Dr. Hoff: Well, I think, so long as they are members of the group they can.

I've tried having people who have allegedly "graduated" from the

group, meaning that they have now received the stamp of approval and

they're supposedly terminating their therapy, come back into the group

and continue to interact. There were so many serious dangers in this

that I have subsequently stopped this particular practice) primarily

because the "graduates" were neither fish nor fowl; neither did they

have the responsibilities of group therapists nor were they bonifide

members of the group. They had Obblem of role identification.

Dr. Demos: OK, I think we've talked'out about it, and I know there are quite a few

other questions-you would like to discuss.

Audience: (Could not hear ouestion.)

Dr. Demos: Yes, in other words this mother is following her instincts, her

intuition or good sense or whatever it is. Yes,, anybody -- Dr.

Sweet I want you to say something about,this. You're noticeably

quiet.

Dr. Sweet: I do agree with Dr. White's thesis that mental health needs have to be

met, that it cannot be adequately handled by the present professional

personnel. In this regard let me also point) out thatthe small towns

are at a particular disadvantage. The mental health professional

r:
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personnel, the psychiatrist, psychologist, and social workers tend to

be located in the cities. There are other instances where accessibility

to mental health service is not equal for the nation's population, in

addition to the one of social minority status.

The use of subprofessional personnel poses a serious task of training

and maintaining standaids. In our wish to be maximally helpful, we

may tend to welcome people to join our efforts to minimize the idea

that a certain degree of knowledgeability is reouired for this kind f

work -,- if 'Piot to help, at least, not to-harm. The use of adequat

supervision is thus indicated and I am glad that Dr, White's prop° 1

makes definite provision for this.

Dr. Demos: I think your point is ve well takeh, particularly when subprofessionals

attempt to be psychoth rapists or psychoanalysts. I think it is

valuable to use su profession is in the therapeutic hospital ward

but this doesn't mean that eve -attendant and every, nurse should

consider themselves to be psychotherapists. In other words, we need

to create a therapeutic climate, as we attempt to do in our atmosphere,

in a classroom and in this institution. A therapeutic climate is a

far cry from the kind of therapy that the-psychiatrist does. I think

there needs to be a clear distinction, but we're just tapping the surface.

Remember that, and we have a lot of research to do, but itimems

to be very promising. Some of the results that have come forth

seem to indicate some very promising results, but there are some

dangers as Dr. Sweet has so well pointed out. We do need more

research before re are able to draw any firm conclusions about

how effective t.hese people are.

OK, we had better call it off, but let me say one last thing. I feel

a little bit like the patient or the doctor who went to Dr. Sweet one
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day and said, "Doctor I am losing my memory. I can't remember anything.
4,

I loose *7 keys, I forget my appointments, I can't remember anything."

Dr. Sweet said, "How long have you had this difficulty?" and the

patient said, "What difficulty Doc'?" At azi rate, with this kind of

staff, with these kinds of professionals, I have the same feeling,

"What difficulty Doc?" We are very fortunate indeed to have these

kinds of protfessionalstindour community, in our college, and working
)
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with our young people. Believe me if Ihad some college age youth

I would like very much for them to be under the direction of every

single one of these people. I am sure that you would. We can be very

proud of the professionals we have working for our institution, and

we are very proud indeed. At this time I hope you will join me

in applauding them an then go over to our counseling center for

some coffee.
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